SmartAHS is a software framework for the uniform speci cation, simulation, and objective evaluation of Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) alternatives. This paper illustrates the use of the objectoriented paradigm in its design, implementation and use. Objective comparison of proposed highway automation alternatives is achieved, when all control architectures are speci ed in SmartAHS.
Introduction
Intelligent Vehicles and Highway Systems (IVHS) is a comprehensive program initiated by the U.S. Government under the Intermodal Surface Transportation E ciency Act of 1991 to improve safety, reduce congestion, enhance mobility, minimize environmental impact, save energy, and promote economic productivity in the transportation system. The IVHS strategic plan 1] requires modeling and simulation in the following areas: urban tra c network models, tra c system models, vehicle-road models, driver-vehicle models, tra c models with dynamic tra c assignment, driving scenario simulation, and advanced vehicle control systems (AVCS) architecture simulation.
It is important to distinguish the actual control and communication design of an automation strategy from its simulation and evaluation. This paper describes SmartAHS, a software framework for the uniform speci cation, simulation, and objective evaluation of Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) alternatives and illustrates how the object-oriented paradigm is used in its design, implementation and use. Objective comparison of proposed alternatives is achieved, when all control architectures are speci ed in this framework.
The concepts for SmartAHS have emerged from the SmartPath project at the California PATH Laboratory at the University of California, Berkeley 2] . SmartAHS implements SmartPath concepts in an object oriented, distributed, and open architecture. The salient concepts in SmartAHS are: 1) layered control architecture, 2) combined discrete and continuous dynamical systems, known as hybrid systems, 3) object oriented simulation of hybrid systems, and 4) distributed and open architecture of the simulation framework.
SmartAHS uses the object oriented approach 3] to construct a logical model of the physical components and their control agents. The objects in the logical model have semantic content corresponding to their characteristics, inter-relationships, constraints, and behaviors.
SmartAHS's object oriented approach allows the con guration of di erent highway, tra c, and control schemes. All possible highway and tra c con gurations can be represented using a set of building blocks: zones, segments, junctions, sources, sinks, sections, entries, and exits. The rules for containment and connection of these building blocks are speci ed using a context-free grammar.
Tra c patterns can be generated internally in SmartAHS, or SmartAHS can interface with tra c simulation packages such as MitSim 4] and NetSim 5] .
The vehicles are speci ed in a similar manner as a collection of building blocks|physical components such as engines, brakes, and steering, control components such as sensors and actuators, and communications components such as transmitters and receivers.
In the semantic model each object is described uniformly using the following characteristics: static properties such as length, width, and weight; dynamic properties such as vehicle speed and lane density; inputs and outputs; state evolution behavior, control behavior, monitor behavior for observing state evolution, e.g., a gas tank agent that monitors the amount of carbon-monoxide produced; sensors for providing information about the environment, e.g., distance to vehicle in front; and transmitters and receivers for communicating with neighboring objects.
This description can be summarized by noting that each object represents a dynamical system with state, state evolution, interface, inputs, and outputs. Such a summary representation is shown in Figure 1 . SmartAHS has an open architecture which simpli es integration with other simulation environments. The simulation objects such as vehicles, highways, sensors, and others are placed in an object oriented database (OODB). The database provides an open interface for integration with other simulation packages. The physical system model, the control layers, and the monitor agents are organized in di erent \scheduling layers" based on their frequency of access to this database. The process coordinator schedules the di erent layers for execution.
Section 2 provides a background in the object-oriented paradigm. Section 3 summarizes the requirements of the framework. Section 4 discusses the design and implementation of the framework. Section 5 summarizes SmartAHS functional modules. Section 6 gives a use-case example. Section 7 summarizes performance results. Conclusions are provided in Section 8.
Background
The SmartAHS framework is developed as an Object Management System (OMS) 6, 7] .
OMS focus on an important class of applications, namely management systems that are used to control the behavior of heterogeneous, dynamic, and distributed physical environments.
OMS start with basic software tools such as programming languages and databases and develop an abstract object model. This model is then customized for speci c application domains. Domain customization starts with the object model and uses it to specify the relevant components of the physical environment: objects, their interrelationships, constraints, behavior, observation and control channels, event propagation, control strategies, and user interfaces. System architecture determines the optimal partitioning of the deployed system with respect to distributed processing, distributed databasing, process and object migration strategies, concurrency control, and versioning.
Finally, application programmers ll in the details of object behaviors and control and coordination strategies keeping in mind the system constraints and implement end-user applications 1 .
The OMS process provides signi cant overlap between the di erent stages of the software life-cycle. Each stage successively re nes the output of the previous stage. The domain customization and system architecture stages deliver a customization of the OMS object model along with an application architecture. The application developers deliver the nal system. The object model provides an integrated environment and reduces project management overhead. The risk of a \disconnect" between domain experts and system experts is absent. The sta ng pro le is fairly even throughout the project.
OMS relies on the existence of object-oriented languages and databases and the abstractions they provide. In this section we brie y highlight some of the main features of the object-oriented methodology and programming language characteristics that make our design viable.
Semantic Modeling
Wegner 8] de nes three categories of modeling paradigms:
Object-Based Modeling: The modeling paradigm that requires all elements of interest to be objects with clearly de ned interfaces;
Class-Based Modeling: The modeling paradigm that requires all objects to belong to classes. Classes are used as templates for objects;
Object-Oriented Modeling: The modeling paradigm that categorizes the classes into a inheritance hierarchy. As we move from object to class-based modeling a distinction between Meta-Data and Data emerges. Meta-data, i.e, classes, serve as a template that de ne how data looks like. Instances of classes, i.e., the data, are the realization of meta-data.
As we move to object-oriented modeling, the distinction between the meta-data and data becomes weaker. After all, meta-data is also data of a given form; so classes can be considered to be instances of a MetaClass. However, most object-oriented programming language implementations still impose a separation between meta-data and data. In the remainder of this thesis we observe this separation and assume that the meta-data remain static as data is instantiated and manipulated.
Object-Oriented Paradigm
Extensive treatments of the OO paradigm can be found in several books, we discuss the main characteristics.
Entities and Instances
OO methodology makes it possible to encapsulate the characteristics and behavior of physical components as logical software objects. This organization provides natural boundaries for modularity. The logical counterpart of a particular component type is called a class or an entity; it contains attributes and methods. Each occurrence of this type of component is then represented by an instance of this class.
This organization is particularly useful in control and simulation software, where the software system structure has to mimic the underlying physical system. Once a mapping between physical elements and their logical counterparts is established, research for control strategies can proceed without regard to the peculiarities of the physical objects themselves. Furthermore the system can be scaled just by creating more instances.
Inheritance
Classes are used to categorize similar instances. Inheritance provides a way of categorizing classes and organizes them in a hierarchy of increasing specialization.
Inheritance provides a useful set of scoping rules that matches the \common sense" thinking in real world. It supports modularity and reuse of meta-data.
A class which has direct instances is called a concrete class, otherwise it is an abstract class. A subclass or a child inherits from a superclass or a parent. A superclass is sometimes called a base class. Classes without subclasses are leaf classes.
Inheritance is a mechanism of incremental re nement. Many avors of inheritance exist. Under monotonic inheritance, every subclass must inherit each and every attribute and method speci ed for its superclasses and may not cancel any of them. As part of inheritance a subclass may add attributes and methods; specialize the domains of superclass attributes; specialize the domains of method return values; and specialize the method behaviors.
Polymorphism
Functional polymorphism is the ability to use classes and their children interchangeably. Every car, truck, and bus is a vehicle. (Clearly the converse is false.) This gives us the ability to implement other software classes that know about the vehicle class only. These other software classes then do not have to be modi ed or extended, if we add the \semi" and the \taxicab" to the subclasses of vehicle.
One question remains. Assume the vehicle class provides a generic \move" method that given a jerk, computes a displacement. Assume vehicle subclasses specialize this method based on their speci c dynamics. Assume a given object, say a \scheduler" in charge of moving vehicles, knows only about vehicles and invokes the move method on a vehicle, which happens to be a truck. Will the displacement be that of a vehicle or of a truck?
The answer points to the di erence between dynamic and static type checking. If the implementation language provides dynamic type checking (also called dynamic binding), it will at the time of this action seamlessly determine that this particular vehicle is a truck and invoke the truck's move method.
Another form of polymorphism is the signature polymorphism, also called overloading. The syntax and sequence of arguments supplied to a function together constitute the signature of a function. Given two methods with the same name, signature polymorphism refers to invoking the correct method based on the argument list.
Existing Formalisms
Many formalisms exist for specifying hybrid systems 9, 10]. These formalisms are not suitable for large scale simulation. Many other notational techniques exist 11, 12, 13] . These formalisms are better suited for systems with static object relationships. In our framework relationships such as \front vehicle" are dynamic, i.e they refer to di erent vehicles based on the con guration of vehicles on the highway.
Software frameworks 14] have gained popularity in the last decade since they greatly simplify implementation of applications for speci c domains. Many simulation frameworks exist 15, 16].
Framework Requirements
In this Section we list the functional, modeling, and software system requirements that drove the design and implementation of SmartAHS.
Problem Summary
We rst provide a summary of one proposed control architecture.
In the layered control architecture proposed by Varaiya and Shladover 17, 18] , vehicles perform simple maneuvers such as merging into platoons, splitting from platoons, following the leader, changing lanes, and entry and exit. A vehicle executes complex end-to-end trajectories by performing a sequence of such simple maneuvers. E cient transportation throughput is achieved by tuning tra c parameters such as platoon size and vehicle speed. The control strategies for such behavior are hierarchically organized in four layers: regulation layer, coordination layer, link layer, and network layer. These layers are shown in Figure 2 . The physical layer represents the dynamics of vehicles. Given a maneuver to perform, the vehicle follows a control strategy that regulates its dynamical behavior to a trajectory that realizes that maneuver. Such control strategies constitute the regulation layer. The maneuver to be followed by a vehicle at a given time is determined by coordinating with other vehicles in the neighborhood. The control strategies used for such coordination constitute the coordination layer. The control strategies adapt their behavior based on information about highway tra c conditions. The tra c conditions on highway segments are monitored and controlled by road-side control elements, organized in the link layer. Finally, information from individual highway segments is aggregated, and end-to-end routing and congestion control is accomplished in the network layer.
The framework must allows the speci cation of this and other layered control architectures.
Targeted Users
The simulation framework must address the needs of several categories of users. These are control and communication engineers who will design, implement, and test individual control and communication components; system analysts who will test and evaluate automation strategies; and system planners who will select the automation strategy for deployment based on evaluation results.
Functional Requirements
The framework has to provide constructs to represent the following entities or operations.
Ability to represent arbitrary highways; Ability to represent incoming and outgoing tra c patterns; Ability to create vehicles consisting of many components; Ability to create roadside controllers consisting of many components; Ability to have di erent types of vehicles on the highway; Ability to represent inter-vehicle and vehicle-to-roadside communication;
Ability to detect and to create accidents; Ability to collect arbitrary statistics;
Software Engineering Requirements
Modularity, good performance, scalability, openness, and robustness are desirable characteristics for any software system. In this application these requirements appear in the following form:
Ability to associate physical and logical representations: Modularity; The framework models numerous physical components. Since the \components" have to be interchangeable, their implementation, i.e., software encoding, must be self-contained. Each such \logical" component will be deployed as a \physical" component as the IVHS system matures. This modularity will also facilitate model validation and deployment. Ability to add new components to the system with minimal code rewrite: Openness, Modularity, Robustness; New vehicle and roadside components will be added to the framework as work progresses. The incorporation of such new components should require minimal rewrite of any other existing software. Ability to collect arbitrary statistics during simulation: Openness, Modularity; As part of evaluation support, the framework should be able to trace the behavior of any subset of objects for future review and replay. The framework should provide an open interface to interact with other statistics and data processing packages. Ability to run simulations with acceptable performance: Performance; For most purposes the simulation does not have to be real-time. Indeed, no architecture can guarantee an upper bound on the simulation time of a given object, since this time greatly depends on the amount of detail in the object model. The simulation framework, however, does impose a lower bound on the simulation performance due to time taken to perform bookkeeping operations.
{ Ability to adjust simulation granularity: Modularity, Openness;
The framework should allow the users to specify di erent levels of physical models to adjust model granularity. The framework is intended for micro-simulation, however, simulating detailed engine dynamics during ow calculations in a 500 mile highway is not very productive. The framework should also allow the user to adjust the granularity of time evolution. Time increments for vehicle position updates, or statistics collection should be variable.
Ability to simulate up to 100.000 vehicles: Performance; Not every simulation run will encompass 100.000 vehicles. But, system level simulation runs must be capable of supporting large number of vehicles. Ability to specify system behavior in a straightforward language: Ease-of-use; The behavior descriptions have time and event driven components. Suitable languages are needed to express time and event driven behavior.
SmartAHS Design and Implementation
No existing simulationtools satisfy all the criteria summarized in Section 3. After some deliberation SunSparc stations were selected as the hardware platform, Unix as the operating system, C++ as the programming language, Versant as the OODB, and Tcl/Tk as the graphics package for the framework implementation. The framework implementation is decomposed into three layers. A core set of entities, called SmartDb, implement the base classes of the framework, the scheduling mechanism, and a special syntax for a state machine formalism. The second layer, SmartAHS customizes these classes and implements entities speci c to highway automation. The control and communication engineers are the users of SmartAHS; they further customize it to implement speci c simulation applications such as SmartPATH. The users of the simulations are system analysts and system planners.
In this section we present the classes in SmartDb and SmartAHS.
SmartDb and SmartAHS Data Model
We rst discuss the class and containment hierarchies of the entities. For each class we discuss the basic functionality and omit most details for simplicity. For a more detailed discussion of the classes the user is referred to 19]. In the gures instantiable classes are represented by ovals, abstract classes are represented by rectangles. In the class hierarchy diagrams, inheritance is indicated by an arrow from parent to child class. Since the containment hierarchy is a one-to-many relationship, in the containment hierarchy diagrams, cardinality is indicated on the containee's side only.
Base Classes
The inheritance hierarchy for base classes is described in Figure 3 . FrameworkObject is the base class of the simulation framework. It de nes some basic methods that apply to all framework classes. Most subclasses are expected to specialize these methods and implement speci c behaviors.
StatedObject captures the relation between an object and its State. The static parts of an object are given by its specialization of StatedObject. The dynamic part, i.e. state information that evolves during the simulation is given in a separate class State. We make an explicit distinction between static and dynamic attributes. The static attributes are part of the class, the dynamic attributes are in a separate class. This separation facilitates the recording of state history.
The use of the base classes in the time and event driven scheduling is illustrated in the next Section.
Highway Entities
The description of highway networks is decomposed into smaller building blocks. The highway network is divided into Zones; each zone contains multiple highway Segments interconnected using Junctions. The highway segments are terminated using tra c Sources and Sinks. The highway segments consist of Sections, Entrys, and Exits. Junctions and sections are divided into Lanes. Lanes can have curvature. The full implementation and speci cation of highway entities are part of SmartAHS. The highway entities are organized in the inheritance hierarchy described in Figure 4 . Note that LaneContainer, Generator, Absorber, and Junction are introduced as abstract base classes.
The SmartObject class is discussed in Section 4.1.5. The containment hierarchy for these entities is given in Figure 5 . Since the containment hierarchy is a one to many relationship, cardinality is indicated on the containee's side only. Finally a number of binary relationships specify how instances of highway classes can be connected to create highway networks. We illustrate these relationships with examples and omit the details of the relationship rules. A LaneContainer may be related one or zero LaneContainers through its prevLC1 relationship. The reciprocal of this particular relationship is nextLC1. A LaneContainer may be related to one or zero LaneContainer's through its nextLC1 relationship. Similarly, a Lane may be related to one or zero Lanes through its prevLane relationship. Again the reciprocal of this particular relationship is nextLane. A Junct1to2 has two next relationships nextLC1 and nextLC2.
A highway network consists of multiple Zones; the Zones provide the basis for distributed simulation. However, for simplicity in this paper, we assume that the highway network consists of a single Zone. Most highway entities have little behavior of their own and are used to create highway networks only. Their behavior is derived from the automation devices they are con gured with.
A number of highway entity methods are used by scheduling objects to create and move the Vehicles along the highway. These methods are discussed in Section 4.2.
Vehicles
SmartAHS provides Vehicle as an abstract base class. It de nes the input and output attributes of a Vehicle and maintains its position within the highway. Application developers are expected to inherit from Vehicle and specialize it according to automation strategy. Vehicle 
Automation Devices
Sensors, Controllers, Receivers, Transmitters, and Monitors are added to vehicles and to the roadside for automation and evaluation. These ve entities are called automation devices. SmartAHS provides them only as abstract base classes. Application developers are expected to inherit from these classes and to specialize them. The specializations of these classes interact with other objects through their inputs and outputs only. Their evolution is managed by the time and event driven scheduling objects.
Longitudinal and lateral Sensors provide information about the environment such as distance and speed to the Vehicle in front, or to the left. Transmitters and Receivers are used for communicating with other objects. Example Control objects are regulators that determine speed, and coordinators that select maneuvers to perform. Monitors are read-only entities that collect statistics.
SmartAHS provides a number of default sensor, transmitter, and receiver implementations such as VehicleSensor, ReceiverProxy, InVehTransmitter and OutVehTransmitter. These classes model ideal devices.
SmartObject
Automation devices are either on the roadside or in a Vehicle. We formalize this relationship with the abstract entity SmartObject. SmartObject and its containees are depicted in Figure 6 .
The automation devices are specialized based on the automation strategy and based on the type of SmartObject they are contained in. Application developers specify the particular relations among automation devices contained in a given SmartObject.
Tra c Entities
Entities used to create tra c and vehicles are called tra c entities. SmartAHS provides them only as abstract base classes.
SmartAHS de nes the input and output attributes of Tra c Entities and their methods. Application developers are expected to inherit from them and specialize these methods. Vehicles are created and deleted in the Generator and Absorber objects based on incoming and outgoing tra c patterns. The tra c entities Factory, InTraffic, and OutTraffic are used to implement this functionality.
InTraffics are responsible for generating incoming tra c patterns, OutTraffics are responsible for generating outgoing tra c patterns. These objects may in fact provide gateways to other urban tra c simulation packages for more detailed tra c modeling. Factory objects have the knowledge to create various types of Vehicles. The location of these entities in the inheritance and containment hierarchy is given in Figure 7 . 
SmartDb Process Model
In this section we discuss the dynamic aspects of the simulation and the scheduling objects that govern evolution.
Creation and Deletion
The highway network, the highway automation devices, and the tra c patterns are created as part of the simulation setup and remain static during a simulation run.
For Vehicles each control strategy is required to provide its own Factory that knows how to create the proper Vehicle types. During the simulation run, various types of Vehicles are created by Factory entities in Generator objects based on incoming tra c patterns. Vehicles leave the highway at Absorber objects based on outgoing tra c patterns.
Relationship Evolution
In SmartAHS all relations among highway entities and all relations among the objects within a Vehicle are set at creation time and remain static during a simulation run. The Vehicle has a static relationship with the Entry/Source where it enters the highway and with its Exit/Sink destination. These relationships are initialized at creation time.
All relationships based on the location of Vehicles are dynamic. Vehicle position and the containment relationship between a Vehicle and its Lane are maintained by SmartAHS. The Vehicle Engine computes the movement of the Vehicle given its speed, acceleration, and jerk. The Lane object is responsible for updating the position of a Vehicle in the Lane. In particular a cellArray is used in each lane to create a partitioning with 5 meter long cells. This partitioning serves as a hash table when computing the ranges of sensor and communication devices.
All other inter-vehicle relations are derived using Sensors. Sensors are also used to identify the receiver ids of objects in the sensing range.
Packets are used for event driven communication. SmartAHS maintains the relationships of Packets, i.e., it implements Packet delivery.
Time Scale of Evolution
In SmartAHS, object state evolution is driven by passage of time or by occurrence of events. SmartAHS provides scheduling for time and event driven objects.
A global clock is used to de ne the simulation time. Each time driven object speci es the time step for its state evolution as a multiple of the global clock step and implements a method that updates its state by one time step. Rapidly evolving objects such as engines change their state more frequently, while more passive objects such as roadside link controllers change their state at larger time steps. Time driven objects are capable of creating events.
Event driven objects exercise their behavior only when events are delivered to them. Events are generated by objects as output messages and are communicated to the addressed objects as input messages. SmartAHS objects communicate using their transmitters and receivers. Events and Messages are delivered at increments of the global clock time step. As such, event delivery is not instantaneous, but happens within a nite time interval.
Time and Event driven simulation is implemented in three tears.
The top tear contains a ProcessCoordinator which is in charge of managing the execution of the the process Layers and the global clock BigBen (objects in the middle tier). In a simulation run, the process coordinator executes the process layers according to their time step, which in turn execute the simulation of the objects they are responsible for. The bottom tier consists of the highway Zone and all of its containees.
The global clock represents the passage of time and de nes the smallest time step of the system. All evolution takes place at discrete advancements of this clock. The clock value is accessible to all objects in the system. The clock also provides a timer service. Objects can send an event to the clock to register a timeout request. This request speci es the number of time clicks after which the timer expires, and a message to be delivered when it does. When scheduled for execution, the clock delivers timeout events as part of its behavior.
The process layers simulates collections of objects that evolve at the same time step or that respond to the same collection of events. The process layers themselves can be time or event driven. The process coordinator schedules the execution of time driven process layers based on their time step and schedules the execution of event driven process layers if any events are raised against them by an object. If event driven objects are put in a time driven process layer, event delivery for these objects takes place only when the corresponding process layer is executed.
The inheritance hierarchy of scheduling entities is given in Figure 8 . Their containment hierarchy is given in Figure 9 .
Example
The process architecture that would implement the layered architecture proposed by Varaiya 17 ] is shown in Figure 10 .
The physical layer is time driven and maintains the position of the vehicles on the highway. The regulation layer is time driven. It contains event driven regulation supervisors and time driven maneuver objects. The supervisors switch between maneuvers based on incoming messages from the coordination layer; the maneuvers control the behavior of the throttle, braking, and steering actions and generate the vehicle displacement.
The coordination layer is time driven. It contains event driven coordination objects. Coordination objects in di erent vehicles exchange messages to determine the maneuver a vehicle should execute. These decisions are communicated to regulation layer supervisors through messages.
The link layer is time driven. It contains time driven link objects that set tra c parameters such as target speed and average platoon size in highway sections.
The network layer is event driven. It is executed only if an accident occurs. Upon an accident it recon gures the routing tables. 
Behavior Descriptions
The FrameworkObject class provides a number of virtual methods that are used to abstract object behavior.
The WakeUp(Message* message) method is used to deliver a timeout identi ed by message to an object. The ProcessEvent(int event) method is used to deliver the event to this object. The ProcessMsg(Message* message) method is used to deliver message to the object. The Run() method is used to advance an object's state by one time step. Objects with time driven behavior must provide two copies of their state variables. At a given time step the \current" (output) values of all instances are used to compute the \next" (state) values. Once the \next" values are computed in all instances they are copied into \current" values.
FrameworkObject subclasses must specialize these methods to implement the appropriate time or event driven behavior.
SmartAHS also provides a special notation for specifying a dynamic network of hybrid automata. A discussion of this formalism can be found in 20]. Automata speci ed in this notation are translated into C++ code. The framework provides a library of classes for their run-time simulation.
Implementation of Scheduling Objects
The scheduling objects rely on inheritance and polymorphism since they invoke methods on base classes only.
In SmartAHS the ProcessCoordinator manages the execution of process Layer objects. Arbitrary number of process Layers register with the ProcessCoordinator and specify the period with which they want to be scheduled. If a process Layer wants to be scheduled on an event driven basis, it sets its period to in nity 2 .
The ProcessCoordinator loops through its Layers and executes their Go() method according to their period. After every loop, it checks if there are any Events requesting the scheduling of event driven Layers. SmartAHS provides three abstract classes Traverser, EventDriver, and Hybrid that subclass Layer. All Layers contain a BigBen. They increment the BigBen when scheduled and ask it to deliver all outstanding timeouts.
In its specialized Go() method, the Traverser traverses the Zone from Sinks to Sources. The traverser de nes a number of virtual methods that abstract operations on LaneContainers. For each LaneContainer along the traversal, it invokes these virtual methods in a particular sequence. These methods are intended for specialization by the Traverser subclasses to invoke the time driven evolution methods (Run()) of the objects which the subclass is responsible for simulating and are within the LaneContainer.
The EventDrivers contain a PacketBox and deliver all Packets in the PacketBox when their specialized Go() method is invoked. Note that the delivery of a Packet may result in more Packets being placed into the PacketBox in response to the delivered Packets.
The Hybrids exercise both time and event driven behavior. In a simulation, objects communicate with Events or Messages. The base class Packet captures the common features of Events and Messages.
The creator of a Packet has the responsibility to set the Receiver of the Packet. It passes the Packet to its Transmitter, which in turn puts it in an appropriate PacketBox. Each PacketBox is in a process layer. When the process layer is scheduled for execution each Packet is delivered to the speci ed Receiver. This ensures that within an event driven process layer only objects with an outstanding Packet exercise any behavior.
The BigBen class provides a timer that delivers Packets after a speci ed time interval. To register a timeout request with a BigBen, an object speci es a Packet and the number of time clicks after which the Packet should be delivered.
Each BigBen is contained in a process layer or in the process coordinator. When a BigBen is advanced by a time step by its container, it is also asked to deliver all Packets that correspond to timeout requests that expire at that time.
The class hierarchy for these classes is given in Figure 11 .
SmartAHS Modules and Their Use
In this section we describe the various functional modules of SmartAHS and their use in the speci cation and evaluation of control hierarchies. 
SmartAHS functional Modules
The steps for simulation setup are summarized in Figure 12 . These steps are: 1. Highway speci cation The highway network is created as part of the simulation setup and remains static during a simulation run. The highway creation mechanism of SmartAHS is designed as an independent module. A graphical object editor (GOE) is used to create highways. The GOE provides a meta-data de nition language for the speci cation of instantiable classes, their possible relationships, and their attributes. The GOE interprets the meta-data and allows the user to create and connect instances and to set attributes, i.e., de ne the data, according to the meta-data speci cation.
Tra c Pattern Speci cation
Tra c entities are used to specify incoming and outgoing tra c patterns. An independent module is used to select speci c tra c entities for each simulation run.
Roadside Automation Device Speci cation
Di erent automation strategies will choose di erent con gurations of automation devices on the highway. An independent module is used to con gure a highway network with automation devices.
Vehicle Automation Device Speci cation
Di erent automation strategies will choose di erent con gurations of automation devices in the Vehicles. Application developer are expected to provide Factory entities that have the capability of creating vehicles with the appropriate con guration. The use of Factorys is discussed in Section 6.
Speci cation of Simulation Granularity
The time step of each simulation, the degree of monitoring and evaluation, and the set of objects simulated in detail may vary for each simulation. A special module is used to con gure the scheduling objects and to specify the simulation granularity.
Speci cation of Simulation Parameters
Tra c entities and automation devices may provide parametric interfaces. A special module is used to set these parameters before each simulation run. Figure 13 describes how application developers extend SmartAHS objects and how specialized classes become part of the simulation setup. The details of application development are discussed in section 6. 
Customizing SmartAHS

Collecting Statistics
The evaluation of system performance is achieved by monitor objects that collect statistical data. In most cases monitor objects need to record state histories for future statistical processing. During a SmartAHS simulation, the evolution of an object results in a change in its state, input, and output attributes only. Since state, input, and output attributes are implemented as independent classes, an object's history can be recorded by versioning the state, input, and output instances. The object itself then can provide the necessary bookkeeping constructs to version, save, and restore their history. These bookkeeping constructs are implemented within base classes. Here we summarize the key features:
The global clock is used to index the state history of objects; If an object takes several transitions at the same time stamp, a secondary index is used to label them; State history of objects is recorded only if their logging is turned on; Logging can be turned on through the graphical interface. The parametric interface can be used to turn logging on at object instantiation time; Objects keep track of the intervals during which their logging was turned on, i.e, their state was recorded; Time driven objects record their state at every time click at which their state changes; Event driven entities record their state at every transition; Monitor objects have the ability to specify the frequency with which to save their history. The recorded history is saved within the OODB and is accessible to any application. 
Graphical Debugger
SmartAHS provides a graphical debugger which enables the user to view the evolution of the system. In particular it provides the following functionality: provides access to objects by name; displays object attributes in numerical or graphical format; allows users to set error levels of objects. Objects with higher error level print more detailed information; allows users to set the logging level of objects. Turning the logging on results in recording the state history of an object; allows users to stop and start the simulation; replays the recorded history of objects. The replayer has ve buttons: 1) Play; 2) Stop; 3)
Step forward one time click; 4)
Step backward one time click; and 5) Go to time. The last button takes an argument specifying the global clock time stamp.
The overall architecture of the graphical debugger is illustrated in Figure 14 . The GUI layer acts as a proxy to the graphical debugger process (GDP). It maintains the list of objects currently displayed by the GDP. When the GUI layer is scheduled, it \packs" all information regarding the objects currently displayed and sends it to the GDP. The GDP has the responsibility to \unpack" this information and to display it on the screen. As the user speci es new requests through the display, such as retrieving an object by name, stopping the simulation etc, the GDP propagates these requests to the GUI layer. The GUI layer processes these requests when scheduled.
The GUI layer recognizes SmartDb objects only. The methods it invokes on objects are restricted to SetErrorLevel(), SetLogLevel(), and Pack(). Each class implements a specialized Pack method 3 . Poly- 
Use Case Example of SmartAHS
In this section we give examples of Control, Monitor, and Traverser subclasses. In particular we create the MyVehicle that is capable of performing merge, lead, and follow maneuvers.
A Specialized Vehicle
The MyVehicle class is composed of many components. The class hierarchy for MyVehicle components is given in Figure 15 . The MyVehicle containment hierarchy is given in Figure 16 .
The Vehicle constructor is given in Table 1 . Here Link<type> is a C++ template for an overloaded pointer. The keyword Persistent in the instantiation indicates that the instances are to be stored in the database.
The Vehicle creation takes place in two stages. First all objects in the containment hierarchy are instantiated and their container-containee relationship is set. Then all other relationships of these objects are established. This two-stage creation is necessary, since a relationship between two objects can only be established after they both have been instantiated. The MyVehicle constructor instantiates and properly inserts automation devices into the MyVehicle. The Insert methods set the container-containment relationship. These objects' constructors have the responsibility of recursively instantiating their containees.
After all containees are instantiated, the MyVehicle constructor Connects its containees. The Connect method of each object has the responsibility of establishing its relationships, and the relationships of its containees.
The MyVehicle uses the default Sensor, Transmitter and Receivers provided by SmartAHS. The CoordControl and RegControl classes consists of state machines and specialize the Control class. The constructors of these classes instantiate the respective state machines and establish their initial relationships. The state machines are speci ed in the special state machine syntax and code generated into C++ classes. The user need not perform any customizations for them since they react to events, messages and timeouts, a behavior that is implemented by base classes.
The CoordControl class is event driven, and all of its behavior is given by its state machines that determine what maneuver to execute. The RegControl has a number of state machines each capable of executing a di erent maneuver. This layer is time and event driven. For time driven behavior, it specializes the Run method to deliver a click Event to the active maneuver state machine.
Finally, the Camera object models a camera mounted on the front hood of a vehicle. The GUI class directly inherits from the Layer class and specializes the Go method to execute the appropriate graphical debugger code.
Creating A Simulation
We follow the steps outlined in Section 5 A highway layout is created using the GOE. This layout is saved to a C++ le and compiled to executable format. The executable is run to place the highway into the database.
An InTraffic subclass is created that generates a MyVehicle every n time clicks, where n is a con gurable parameter. A Factory subclass is created that instantiates a myVehicle. These objects are inserted into the highway.
No roadside automation devices are used for this simulation. The Vehicle and scheduling object specializations were discussed above. A separate executable creates the scheduler objects and commits them to the simulation database.
The controllers used in this simulation do not use any parameters. The Physical and Regulation layers are run at every time click. The Coordination and GUI layers are run every fourth time click. The time click step size is set to 0:1 seconds. The integration time step is set to 0:05 seconds. This information is speci ed in the simulation parameters le.
The GUI debugger does not require any particular con guration. The executable that runs the simulation establishes a connection to the simulation database and retrieves the ProcessCoordinator. It takes in an argument that speci es how many times the Go() method of the ProcessCoordinator should be invoked. It Commits the simulation state to the database at speci ed intervals.
Performance Results
In this section we provide performance results for several simulation runs. The simulations were run on a Sparc10 workstation with 64Meg of memory.
Figures 17, 18, and 19 plot the amount of time taken for one second of highway simulation versus the number of vehicles simulated. The graphs have two curves; the rst plots the total elapsed time, the second plots the time taken up by the regulation layer.
The simulation is started with a 2km long empty highway and a new vehicle is created every 2 seconds. The 2km highway accommodates 500 vehicles. Hence, the curves level o after 500 vehicles.
Vehicle positions on the highway are updated every 0.1 seconds. The integration time step is set at 0.005 seconds. The elapsed time is measured every 4 seconds of simulation time.
The rst scenario, in Figure 17 , uses the physical and regulation layers only. The vehicles enter the highway, remain single agents, traverse the highway, and eventually leave the simulation. The regulation layer determines the vehicle displacements through integration, the physical layer moves the vehicles on the highway based on these displacements. About 98.5% of simulation time is taken up by the integration routines in the regulation layer and the two curves are barely distinguishable. The plot indicates that about 32 vehicles can be simulated in real time.
The second scenario, Figure 18 , introduces the coordination layer. The coordination layer is scheduled twice a second. Vehicles enter the highway, try to merge with other vehicles, traverse the highway in platoons, and eventually leave the simulation. About 88% of elapsed time is taken up by the regulation layer. Platoons of size 2 are created. Since the displacement for a follower vehicle in a platoon is based on the leader vehicle's displacement, less time is taken up in integration routines. As a result, about 55 vehicles are simulated in real time.
The third scenario, Figure 19 , provides a measure for the framework simulation overhead. Only the physical and regulation layers are used. Instead of calculating the vehicle displacement through integration, the displacement is hard-coded to 2m. Still, the regulation layer takes up 75% of the total elapsed time. Framework bookkeeping, such as, creating vehicles, removing vehicles, traversing objects, maintaining the vehicle positions within a lane, etc. is limited to 25%.
Finally, Figure 20 displays the memory use of the simulation. The resident and total sizes of the program are plotted against the number of vehicles in the simulation.
Conclusions
We have discussed the use of the object-oriented paradigm in the implementation of a simulation framework for the uniform speci cation, simulation, and evaluation of highway automation architectures.
The framework was developed in C++. Recently we developed a new language called SHIFT that is 
